GREAT
SOUTHERN
pinnacle
BEEF
See inside for
Great cooking tips
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THE GREAT SOUTHERN
difference
At Great Southern we are committed
to deliver delicious restaurant quality meat
we all deserve. Prime cuts of beef that are
more tender, tastier and juicer when served.
Every Great Southern cut is renowned for
its rich full flavour with just the right amount
of marbling. Producing the world’s best,
naturally raised beef is all about consistently
raising the bar. Great Southern Pinnacle Beef
represents the best of the best.
There’s nothing standard across our range.
Our team of expert graders have an eye for
excellence that identifies the prime cuts of
Pinnacle Beef to deliver a consistent quality and
taste experience that sets it apart from the rest.
Welcome to Great Southern Pinnacle Beef –
Australian by Nature.
The Gippsland coast
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Our Farmers

Taking no Shortcuts

JBS has brought over 600 individual farming
families together to produce a range of beef
products that are a cut above. Every farmer has
been handpicked based on their strong focus
in procedure, genetics, continuous improvement
in meat quality and growing animals the right
way – without taking shortcuts.
It is a better way. It works because everyone
involved is connected to what is being
produced, sold and consumed. Everyone
is working together to deliver restaurant
quality meat of proven provenance and
consistent quality for the world to enjoy.

Delivering what
we all deserve

JBS farm assurance program
The consistency of Great
Southern products is
controlled through the
whole supply chain. It
starts with natural farming
practices, humane raising
standards and involves
complete traceability over
the animals entire life.
The JBS Farm Assurance Program provides
the added guarantee that our products
have been grown and treated using best
practice for animal welfare, food safety
and management procedures, consistently
supplying quality to exact specifications –
52 weeks of the year.
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Our
products
BEST OF THE BEST

Primarily sourced from British breeds such
as Angus and Hereford, Great Southern
Pinnacle Beef has just enough of the natural
marbling to suit the most demanding palettes.
There’s nothing standard across our range.
Our team of expert graders have an eye for
excellence that identifies the prime cuts of
Pinnacle Beef. A combination genetic selection
and cool temperate climate results in this rare
quality meat. The cattle are carefully selected
to ensure our beef is the Pinnacle of Australian
grass-fed beef to deliver an outstanding
eating experience every time.
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British and European
breeds only
JBS Farm Assured
MSA graded

Marble score 2+
Carcass weight
range 260-340kg
No antibiotic, no GMO
Grass fed, free range,
HGP free
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RARE

Medium RARE

Medium

• Cook for a few minutes per side
(depending on thickness)

• Cook one side until moisture is visible
on top surface

• Cook on one side until moisture is pooling on
top surface

• Turn once only

• Turn once only

• Turn once only

• Cook until steak feels ‘very soft’ with
the back of the tongs

• Cook on second side until moisture
is visible on top

• Cook on second side until moisture is visible

• Internal temperature approximately 55-60ºC

• Cook until steak feels ‘soft’ with the back
of the tongs

• Cook until steak feels ‘springy’ with the back
of the tongs
• Internal temperature approximately 65-70ºC

• Internal temperature approximately 60-65ºC
Courtesy of MLA

AFTER COOKING
• Place steaks in a warm place, cover with foil
and rest for 3–5 minutes`

COOKING VERY THICK STEAKS
• Brown all sides in a hot pan

Medium Well done

Well done

• Cook on one side until moisture is pooling
on top surface

• Cook on one side until moisture is pooling
on top surface

• Turn and cook on the second side until
moisture is pooling on top

• Turn and cook on the second side until
moisture is pooling on top

• Reduce heat slightly and continue to
cook until steak feels ‘firm’ with the back
of the tongs

• Reduce heat slightly and continue to cook
until steak feels ‘very firm’ with the back of
the tongs

• Internal temperature approximately 70ºC

• Internal temperature approximately 75ºC
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• Slightly reduce heat and cook as required
• Test when to take out of the pan by using
the back of the tongs or a steak thermometer
to measure the temperature in the middle
of the steak

How
to cook
THE
PERFECT
steak
Courtesy of MLA

Before Cooking
• Only buy steaks of even
thickness, not ‘wedge shaped’
• Steaks should be at least
20mm thick
• Always defrost in the fridge,
if frozen
• If using a pan, it should be
heavy-based
• Heat pan or grill to hot before
putting steaks in
• There should always be plenty
of sizzle while cooking steaks

REMEMBER
• This is a guide – practice makes perfect
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Formal dining

Beef
Chermoula

The tang of coriander and chilli bring a hint
of Algeria to this delicious roast or BBQ
Courtesy of MLA
Serves 6
Ingredients
MSA Beef Roast (Recommended
1 kg
cuts include Rump, Blade, Topside
or Eye Round (Girello))		
Olive oil				1 tbsp
Lemon juice			
1 tbsp
Sweet chilli sauce			
1 tbsp
Dry chilli flakes			
1 tsp
1/4 cup
Chopped coriander leaves		
Crushed garlic			
2 tsp
Cracked black pepper		
1 tbsp
Method
1. Preheat fan forced* oven to 180°C.
2. Cut 2cm deep slits in roast, against
the grain.
3. Combine all marinade ingredients. Pile
on top of roast and massage into slits.
4. Cook roast in roasting dish for approx.
30 minutes per 500g or until cooked
to desired doneness.
5.	Remove beef. Cover loosely with foil
to keep warm. Stand for 10 minutes.
Serving Suggestion
Carve into thick slices against the grain.
Serve with cous cous salad.
* If using a conventional oven, you may need to
increase temperature or allow additional cooking time
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See our website for more exciting recipes
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